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Funding for the Arts 
Revisions to the law governing lottery revenues highlighted the issue of 
inadequate arts funding. Arts groups felt that a share of the funds raised 
by lotteries should go the arts, and mounted a petition asking for this. The 
GNWT says it spends $3.6 million a year in support of the arts. Members 
pushed for and got a $200,000 increase to the Arts Councils $500,000 
budget. At my recommendation, Cabinet will examine structural changes 
to merge all film, craft, and arts programs under the NWT Arts Council and 
that this review take place in 2018. This would create a one-stop-shop 
approach with adequate capacity to better access federal funding. 

Stanton Renewal Project
At $700 million, the Stanton Renewal Project (which is in the Frame Lake 
riding) is GNWT’s largest capital project ever. One of the major partners, 
Carillion Canada, went into creditor protection. Regular Members have 
repeatedly asked the Minister of Finance to investigate, yet Assembly 
Committees still do not get regular status reports. Your MLA and the public 
have demanded better public reporting and accountability. Another large 
company, Fairfax Financial Holdings has purchased Carillion’s interest in 
the Project, but lacks experience building or operating hospitals. 

I recognize that our government has a limited fiscal capacity but huge 
infrastructure projects require proper oversight, something I will continue to 
push for.

From the Assembly
Federal Infrastructure Funding
While Ottawa is doling out major funding for a variety of capital projects, 
this government remains fixed on using funds for roads, even claiming that 
building roads contributes to climate change mitigation and adaptation. 
A new national housing strategy has been developed, and we’re waiting 
to see what slice of those funds comes to the NWT. We need to diversify 
our infrastructure submissions to address our housing needs, create jobs, 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and lower the cost of living. 

Arctic Policy Framework
The federal government is developing a new Arctic Policy Framework 
with Indigenous, territorial and provincial governments to set priorities for 
federal activities. 

The Framework builds on a federal report with recommendations 
on education, research and Indigenous knowledge, infrastructure, 
telecommunications, housing, reducing fossil fuel dependence, arctic 
conservation and mental health. A report titled “We Are One Mind” 
prepared by emerging northern leaders offers their perspectives under 
three themes: northerners leading northern policy, protecting future 
generations, and healthy lands and economies. 

These two reports are in contrast to the narrow focus of the Pan Territorial 
Vision of Sustainable Development put together exclusively by the three 
northern Premiers. That document pushed resource development and 
publicly funded infrastructure to benefit private interests. I will continue to 
push for a balanced approach to sustainability. 

Giant Mine Remediation Socio-Economic 
Benefits
Remediation at Giant Mine will be Yellowknife’s largest project ever, at 
over $1 billion and up to 250-300 jobs for ten years or more. Despite the 
terrible legacies of Giant Mine, the remediation project is a very significant 
opportunity for socio-economic benefits. 

Unfortunately, the federal government does not have strong procurement 
requirements for northern benefits. There is no overall socio-economic 
benefits strategy with clear targets or binding minimum requirements, 
for the Giant Mine. The northern benefits to be gained from Giant Mine 
remediation could help strengthen and diversify our economy with 
remediation work as there are more than 700 contaminated sites across 
the NWT. GNWT needs to lead this effort and I will certainly be pushing this 
direction strongly.

Living Wages and Minimum Wages
The NWT Minimum Wage was increased April 1 from $11.25/hour to 
$13.46. While the minimum wage sets the least amount you can pay 
workers, the living wage is the amount needed to meet the basic costs of 
living, according to national standards. The living wage for Yellowknife was 
recently estimated at $20.96 for a family of four including one school age 
child and one preschool age. We can move to the goal of paying workers 
what they need to live, but we need territorial-wide data to do it. I’m 
pushing for the Bureau of Statistics to meet this need and for an automatic 
increase in the minimum wage each year.  
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Frame Lake constituents Abigail Kravitz (left) and Sara Casaway served as pages during 
the winter Assembly session.
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Post Secondary Education
Progress on Post-Secondary Education  
is Long Delayed 

Staff and Legislative Assembly Members turned out in our sports jerseys on April 12 in honor of the those killed on the Humboldt Broncos team bus. 

The much-awaited “foundational review” of Aurora College has yet to be 
released. The Minister said the report’s information is essential to setting 
the future strategy for the college. Yet major changes to the programming, 
leadership and enrollment have been made before the review was finished.

The former Minister of Education, Culture and Employment (ECE) allowed 
Aurora College to cut the teacher education and social work programs 
rather than try to improve them. Then, he got rid of the Aurora College 
Board—and with it the knowledge and experience they could contribute. 
The review steering committee is made up only of GNWT staff, without 
outside expertise in post-secondary education system development. 
Advocates for the social work program had to go public before they were 
consulted. Organized labour was not even included in the groups to be 
consulted.

The foundational review of Aurora College was announced after the teacher 
education and social work programs were cut as part of Cabinet’s fiscal 
reductions strategy. The review was used to take the heat off, not fix the 
problems.

The former ECE Minister was on record as saying that the future of the 
social work and teacher education program would be tied to the Aurora 
College foundational review. There’s actually money in the 2018-2019 
budget for these programs. More than these two programs though, he 
said he was “looking at things such as governance, operations, academic 
program process, accountability, student recruitment retention” and that 
“this is not a program review itself, but the recommendations are expected 
to help guide us for the future of the college.” Meanwhile, little has been 
done with the recommendations from the 2013 Cleveland review of Aurora 
College. 

We need an overall post-secondary education strategy that will move 
us towards a Knowledge Economy, not another review of Aurora 
College. We need to build on our assets, such as Traditional Knowledge, 
co-management regimes, cold weather technology, environmental 
remediation, and more. Where is the long-promised post-secondary 
education legislation? While the Yukon is heading towards the first 
university in northern Canada, we have our heads buried in the sand, or 
snow. 

We have a new Minister of ECE now. I’ll work with her to get solutions, not 
delays.  

My son René and I were on the ice to meet Snowking Tony Foliot at the 23rd annual  
Snowking Festival.  

Resource  
Management Legislation— 
A Broken Promise from Devolution?
Not one word of the mirror legislation or regulations has been changed 
as a result of the newly acquired resources authority GNWT got under 
devolution in 2014. Cabinet has been so focused on reducing expenditures 
and merging departments that the critical promise of devolution, to evolve 
our management of resources based on best practices and lessons 
learned, has not been accomplished. There is little prospect much will 
happen before the end of this Assembly.

New legislation or amendments for the following areas are apparently at 
various stages of development:

• Mineral rights;

• Oil and gas rights;

• Oil and gas exploration and production;

• Amendments to the Environmental Protection Act;
• Amendments to the Environmental Rights Act;
• Amendments to the Waters Act;
• Forest resources and protection; 

• Protected areas legislation including changes to the  
Territorial Parks Act; and

• Amendments to the Commissioner’s Land Act and the  
NWT Lands Act.

The work on this legislation is being done by the departments of 
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Industry, Tourism and 
Investment (ITI) and Lands. It is not clear how the work is being 
coordinated, especially given the limited capacity of Indigenous 
governments and non-governmental organizations. There are clear legal 
and constitutional requirements for consultation and accommodation with 
regards to Indigenous governments. Although some good efforts have been 
made to engage Indigenous governments on some of these initiatives, 
much remains to be done.  

ITI has an inherent conflict of interest as it promotes resource development 
and therefore cannot be left in charge of mining or petroleum rights.  ITI 
has also determined that the critical issue of reviewing the revenues from 
resource extraction will not be addressed during this Assembly, while two 
recent independent experts have stated we are losing out on millions of 
dollars of revenues. Meanwhile Cabinet has been making drastic cuts to 
programs and services. Public input on the proposed Mineral Resources 
Act was reduced to a series of incomprehensible bullets and no clear policy 
direction moving forward.  

It is important to get resource management right in our post-devolution 
world. We need an overall plan for developing new resource legislation 
and amending the existing laws, based on sound research, inclusive 
engagement and a public interest approach. We need to take the 
time necessary to get it right and set priorities, not the scattered and 
inconsistent approach that is under way. This process needs to be properly 
resourced with strong leadership to get the results NWT residents deserve. 
Until then, it will be difficult at best to convince the federal government to 
delegate any further resource or legislative authority to GNWT.
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Climate Change, Energy and  
Carbon Pricing Leadership Needed 
Cabinet has made commitments around three important environmental, 
socio-economic and tax initiatives. They are climate change—mitigation 
through Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission reductions and adaptation to 
change; energy—develop a strategy to reduce reliance on non-renewable 
energy and reduce the cost of living; and carbon pricing—an economic 
tool to encourage reductions in emissions and switching to renewable 
energy use. These three initiatives are at various stages of completion and 
progress has been very slow (see the table below). 

I appreciate and support the work of our staff in getting this work done but 
political leadership is lacking and the resources haven’t been dedicated 
to complete this work. GNWT has waited until the federal government 
provides funding rather than making these investments now to reduce the 
cost of living, and create jobs in all of our communities through energy 
conservation and using renewable fuel. Cabinet has not linked the three 
initiatives in any substantive way but they can’t be done in isolation. The 
results are a mix of targets with no funding or implementation plans to 
date. 

The Draft Climate Change Strategic Framework proposes GHG reduction 
targets from 2015 levels to be met by 2030:

• Electricity generation 25% reduction; 

• Space heating 27% reduction; 

• Transportation 8% reduction; 

• Industry 16% reduction; and 

• GNWT 25% reduction. 

The Draft Energy Strategy proposes a confusing array of energy targets to 
be met by 2030:

• A 25% reduction of GHG emissions from electricity generation;

• A 10% reduction of GHG emissions from road vehicles;

• An 40% increase in renewable energy use for space heating;

• An 15% increase in residential/commercial/government building 
energy efficiency; and

• No specific targets for industry even though it is the largest emitter 
of GHGs.

Almost no rationale is provided for these differing targets and few specific 
actions or programs are identified to deliver them. 

The Draft Energy Strategy is overwhelmingly focused on electricity 
generation which represents only about 10% of energy used and of 
resulting GHG emissions. Meanwhile, home heating and transportation play 
a much larger role. Energy use in the industrial sector is over half of all 
NWT energy use and over 40% of our GHGs but is not properly addressed. 
No roles are contemplated for the NWT Power Corporation and the future 
of Arctic Energy Alliance receives almost no attention. Carbon pricing 
receives a passing mention.

What’s missing is any overall direction to move us towards reducing fossil 
fuel consumption—not vague statements. I had expected to see a bold 
vision where communities and households are energy self-sufficient, with 
the NWT Power Corporation doing itself out of a job. We should bolster the 
Arctic Energy Alliance with the resources to build community energy plans 
leading to self-reliance and programs for householders to conserve energy 
and switch to renewables. Clear energy targets are needed for each sector 
that should be related to reduced energy demand, fuel switching, improved 
efficiencies and improved technologies. These targets should be linked to 
GHG reductions in the Climate Change Strategic Framework. Carbon tax 
revenues and potential federal funding also need to be incorporated into 
the strategy.  

While this work on climate change, energy and carbon pricing has been 
going on, the Auditor General of Canada conducted an audit of GNWT’s 
climate change and Greenhouse Gas emission strategy. The results were 
not very encouraging: 

• Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) did not develop a 
territorial strategy to adapt to climate change;

• ENR did not fulfill its commitment to provide departments and 
communities with information needed to take action on climate 
change;

• The territorial greenhouse gas strategy did not have a significant 
impact on reducing emission levels; and

• ENR did not address long-standing deficiencies affecting its 
leadership on climate change.

Both the framework and the audit action plan neglect to say why ENR 
continues to fail in its leadership role on climate change, or to propose 
specific policy or structural changes. When the Auditor General did his 
work, ENR was down to two staff on climate change.  

I’m calling on Cabinet to finally make climate change a real priority.  
They need to:

• Develop and introduce a Climate Change Act; 
• Make climate change a part of Financial Management Board 

submissions and reviews; 

• Establish a Ministerial Round Table on Climate Change to show real 
leadership and get industry buy-in; 

• Give ENR and other departments the resources to actually do the 
work; and

• Develop a NWT carbon pricing scheme to help achieve our 
commitments and targets while protecting remote communities and 
low income families and individuals.

GNWT Initiative Climate Change  
Strategic Framework

NWT Energy Strategy NWT Carbon  
Pricing Scheme

Draft Released January 3, 2018 September 25, 2017 July 26, 2017

Public Comments Closed January 19, 2018 January 3, 2018 September 15, 2017

“What We Heard” Report Not completed or released Not completed or released Not completed or released, public 
survey carried out but results not yet 
released

Final Version Released Not completed or released Not completed or released Not completed or released

Action Plan Not completed or released Not completed or released Not completed or released

2018-19 Funding Nothing specific for implementation Nothing specific for implementation Nothing specific for implementation

Other Comments Joint consultations on the Framework 
and Strategy carried out August 2016 
to March 2017, summary reports 
released, submissions available.

Joint consultations on the Framework 
and Strategy carried out August 2016 
to March 2017, summary reports 
released.

Will require legislation, not released, 
GNWT was required to respond to 
federal government by March 30, 
2018. No reply has been announced.
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Transparency and Accountability 
Shining a Light  
on Cabinet’s Action  
Making government more accountable and transparent is one of the 
main priorities in the Mandate of this government, and an area where 
the government claims a lot of accomplishments. I would agree some 
progress has been made, but we still have a long way to go.

A good example of effort that needs improvement is the “public 
engagement and transparency portal”. That webpage shows the meetings 
of Cabinet Ministers with a variety of outside individuals and organizations, 
including dates, times, and names. In the end, the lack of real detail on 
the subjects of meetings doesn’t do a lot to create transparency.

There are many meetings with businesses, foreign government trade 
representatives, (often in the company of foreign companies themselves), 
and there are listings of meetings with business representatives which are 
not listed as business meetings. Identification of meetings under the loose 
categories “telephone call,” “interest group and associations,” or “other” 
doesn’t tell you a lot in most cases.  

This listing improved when it went online and became searchable. It’s a 
good contribution to the transparency this government says it is striving to 
achieve, but more progress needs to be made. The creation of a lobbyists’ 
registry would be an important next step that would make accountability 
really meaningful. The registry would provide a listing of businesses and 
organizations that are lobbying the Cabinet and on what topics. 

Another area that needs improvement is the release of financial reports. 
The government has followed through with its commitment to release its 
report on sole source contracts every three months, and post it on the 
government website.  I’ve had to ask for the annual report on contracts 
over $5,000 as it was not issued within a year of the end of fiscal years.

And there’s more to transparency than just disclosure. A recent media 
story outlines a cost of $64,000 for Industry, Tourism and Investment 
Minister Wally Schumann to attend a mineral industry promotional show 
in London, England with two GNWT staff members. There needs to be 
accountability for these expenditures. Just as with the $277,530 cost 
of Cabinet and staff attending the Vancouver mining show, we need to 
evaluate the worth and amount of these expenditures. That’s openness 
and transparency. 

It’s good that the government releases this information and 
our media sorts through it, but transparency doesn’t do 
us much good unless it’s paired with accountability—and 
better practices.  

Cabinet Shuffle— 
Better Late than Never? 
The Premier finally shuffled his Cabinet April 4. Essentially, he switched 
out the roles and responsibilities between Ministers Caroline Cochrane and 
Alfred Moses. Minister Cochrane will now take over Education, Culture and 
Employment (ECE), a major portfolio. Minister Moses will take over the NWT 
Housing Corporation and Municipal and Community Affairs.  

The other significant change was moving responsibility for the NWT Power 
Corporation from Minister Lou Sebert (who will continue as Justice Minister) 
to Minister Robert C. McLeod, (who will continue as Minister of Finance, and 
of Environment and Natural Resources).  

The Premier said at the time of the Cabinet shuffle that there is still a 
commitment to complete the Mandate of the 18th Assembly and “the 
changes being made today will help ensure that our Cabinet team is well-
positioned to achieve success and deliver on our priorities in the remaining 
months”.

While I generally agree it was time to change portfolios, particularly for 
under-performing Ministers, these changes should have been made back 
in October 2017 following the Mid-Term Review where much criticism 
was levelled at Cabinet and the Premier for poor performance and lack of 
leadership. 

There have been several very significant initiatives within ECE including 
Junior Kindergarten, changes in instructional hours, the termination of 
the Social Work and Teacher Education Programs and the Aurora College 
Foundational Review. All of these suffered from poor communications and 
lack of leadership. Even in the last sitting, the Minister of ECE changed his 
answers on the future of the Social Work and Teacher Education Programs 
each time he attempted to respond. New leadership in ECE is much needed 
with the future of post-secondary education in the balance. Minister 
Cochrane has a proven track record with the NWT Housing Corporation 
changes and I look forward to working with her on her new responsibilities, 
especially as we work towards a Knowledge Economy.

Important new federal housing policy and funding opportunities are on the 
immediate horizon. GNWT needs to access more of this funding, and to 
access infrastructure and climate change funding to support our housing 
needs, rather than more roads to resources. There is a huge backlog of 
legislative initiatives within Municipal and Community Affairs including 
changes to allow the larger local governments to bring in a hotel levy to 
better support tourism (especially given the poor support from GNWT) 
and the need to promote energy conservation and retrofits through Local 
Improvement Charges. The City of Yellowknife has been asking for these 
changes for years. With a new Minister responsible for housing and 
municipal affairs, regular MLAs will need to pay closer attention to these 
portfolios.  

I joined (left to right) my spouse Suzette Montreuil, 
Public Service Alliance of Canada North Regional 
Vice President Jack Bourassa and NWT Area 
Council Executive Members Samantha Moynes 
and Andrea Dymond-Livesay at the Anti-Bullying 
events sponsored by PSAC North at the Legislative 
Assembly.  


